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Editing and arranging each instrument or patch in your composition needs a daunting task for most
musicians. Keyframing with backcue systems make easy to create and share lead sheets including
notation and notation editing formats, instruments, or patches that are crucial to the orchestration.
Need to increase the polyphony of a patch or instrument for larger ensembles? SoftPlug allows you
to create patches that adjust the amount of polyphony via the included software. Songbooks add a

second level of organization with software titles that can be added to a title in a songbook or applied
directly to a patch. Songbooks are used to create playlists, chord charts, and to share music via

email. Using Songbooks programs offers a unique song composition tool that allows a large selection
of songbooks to be used as a ready to play software package. Selling songbooks as a software

product allows the user to easily share music with their friends and family. With all these Songbooks
available as software titles, your songbooks are sure to be the most popular songbooks ever!

Accessorizing software programs include instruments, patches, and sound effects that are crucial to
the orchestration. GUI piano roll editor software for writing song lyrics that are easy to edit. Among
genres, Rock music, Progressive Rock, and Metal dominate the top selling software titles with Pop

and Dance following close behind. Core Logic is the worlds leading DAW (Digital Audio Workstation)
software program, recording, mixing, editing, and mastering the worlds greatest studios. Since 1985
Core Logic has pioneered the evolution of the DAW. With four generations of Core Logic, the worlds
most advanced DAW software, Core Logic continues to push the boundaries of audio performance.

Core Logic enables the creation and realization of endless musical creativity.
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accessible than ever for people
with physical and motor

disabilities with Apple Watch
Mirroring, which helps users

control Apple Watch remotely
from their paired iPhone. With
Apple Watch Mirroring, users

can control Apple Watch using
iPhonesassistive features like

Voice Control and Switch
Control, and use inputs

including voice commands,
sound actions, head tracking,
or external Made for iPhone
switches as alternatives to
tapping the Apple Watch

display. Apple Watch Mirroring
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uses hardware and software
integration, including advances
built on AirPlay, to help ensure

users who rely on these
mobility features can benefit

from unique Apple Watch apps
like Blood Oxygen, Heart Rate,

Mindfulness, and more.2
KeyboardTEK offers the worlds

largest and most complete
catalog of MainStage

programming giving any
school, community group, or

theater access to hard-to-
replicate sounds, instruments,
and patches that are crucial to
the orchestration. Easy-to-use
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and playable for pit musicians
of all levels, in many cases

KeyboardTEK offers the
programming from the original

production for keyboards,
drums, and percussion all in

one easy-to-download software
package right from their

website. Licensing
programming from

KeyboardTEK will elevate your
orchestra or pit band to the
fullest using only the most

authentic sounds. With 120 MTI
titles available, KeyboardTEK is
sure to have the programming
for your next production Ready
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To Play. The Xpensive: One of
Hinsdale's largest conference

meeting spaces. With a
maximum of 450 users, The
Xpensive is a space that's
perfect for all occasions.
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